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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Increasing concern has imrnerged to strengthen the materials related to sight - singing at the junior high school
level .

Educators have written methods of teaching sight-

singing at the elementary and high school level, but the
writer has found very few methods written for the junior high
school level .
In the past , an insufficient amount of emphasis has
been placed on sight-singing.

Presently students are involved

in contests and interscholastic leagues that required sightsinging.

Therefore, sight-singing has become both a demand

and a need .

Also, there should be musical literacy (reading

with understanding) just as there is literacy in English and
other subject matters .

If a student were literate in music,

he would appreciate it more and perform it bettero
The basic program of sight-singing should include a
repetoire of melodies , tunes , and songs that could be used in
teaching .

There should be songs that would be in the comfort-

able range of the changed and unchanged voices.
should be interesting and challenging.

The songs

Many teachers knew

from experiences that there was need of readjustment in sightsinging literature for the junior high school students.

2

The demand for the best methods in teaching sight singing at the junior high level was the fundamental principle
of this study .

Hence , it was been the concern of the writer

to make a comparative analysis of the four authorities on
sight - singing at the junior high level to concentrate on possible methods of teaching junior high students to sight - read .
Statement of the Problem
It was the purpose of this study (1) to investigate
methods of teaching sight-singing to junior high school students as presented by four selected authorities ; (2) to formu late procedures for teaching sight-singing to junior high
school students based on the ideas suggested by the four
authorities .
Specific problems .

Specifically, the study sought

answers to these questions .
1.

What are the procedures as recommended by four se lected authorities for teaching sight-singing to
_junior high school students?

2.

What are the similarities and differences in methods
of teaching sight-singing to junior high students
as presented by the four selected authorities?

3

Delimitation.
1.

This study was limited tor

Four selected authorities who dealt with sightsinging at the junior high school level.

2.

General music classes in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grades.

3.

The elements of sight-singing restricted to pitch,
intervals, rhythm, scales, triads, and chords as
dealt with by the four selected authorities.
Definitions of Terms Used

Below is a list of terms and their meanings as they
are used in this study.
Sight-singing.

The process of translating the symbols

on the printed page into organized, meaningful sound.
Technique.

The manner and ability with which an art-

ist employs the skills of his particular art or field of
endeavor.
Analysis.

A·rnethod of studying the nature of something

or of deterrnining its essential features and their relations.
Concept.

An idea of something formed by mentally com-

bining all of its characteristics or particulars.
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Music reading readiness.

The implication that the

student's development of various musical skills is adequate
for the undertaking of reading the musical score.
Authority.
area.

A person or persons respected in a specific

The term is used in this thesis to designate a person

or persons skilled in teaching sight-singing.
Need for the Study
From the writer's own experiences in the junior high
classroom, attendance at workshops, participation in interscholastic leagues, and from reading of available literature,
it was discovered that few techniques relative to teaching
sight-singing at this level had been available.

Because the

junior high school was of particular interest to many similar
teachers, it deemed significant to pursue research in this
field.
Sources of Data
The material in this study was based on four publications that included methods of teaching sight-singing at the
junior high school.

Below are books that were used to compare

the authorities' methods of presenting sight-singing in the
junior high school relative to specific elements.

5
Andrews, Frances M. and Joseph A. Leeder. Guiding JuniorHigh-School Pupil in Music Experiences. Englewood Cliffs,
New Jerseys Prentice Hall Inc., 1957.
This book revealed that the authors were aware of the
interesting and challenging situations faced by the music
teachers of junior-high-school pupils, and realized that these
teachers evidenced concern and eagerness in their search for
improved teaching methods, understanding of their pupils, and
materials with which to work.

Ten basic topics were discussed

which included, the junior high school and its pupils, music
in the life of the pupil, the general music class, music integration and correlation, junior high school singers, the
listening experience, pupil evaluation, the junior-high-school
instrumental program, teaching aids, and music in the school
and community.
Cooper, Irvin and Karl o. Kuersteiner, Teaching Junior High
School Music. 2nd ed. Bostons Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,
1970.
This book evolved originally in response to requests
from many school music teachers who were present at various
festivals, clinic-demonstrations and workshops.

The informa-

tion presented gave the idea that a general music program
should subscribe to the intrinsic value of music as a desirable junior high school curricular component.

It contained

ten chapters with discussions concerning a concept of general
music, a singing program, voice classification, the music-

6

reading program, the ear-training program, choral techniques,
fundamentals of music, the listening program, responsibilities
of the teacher, and the story of music.
Gehrkens, Karl Wilson. Music in the Junior High School.
Bostons c. c. Birchard and Company, 1955.
This book was intended for teachers and supervisors of
music in the junior high school, or for those who are preparing to do such work .

Gehrkens offered opinions concerning

broad philosophic educational viewpoints with practical detailed methods which may be of value to both the experienced
teacher and prospective teachers who might be still in training.

His book consisted of twenty chapters in which were

listed music's changing status, objectives, the junior high
school curriculum, the general music course, the junior high
assembly, the junior girls' glee club, the junior boys• glee
club, the junior band or elementary wind class, the elementary
string class, band - orchestra - and small ensemble, the piano
class, the elementary theory class, lessons under private
teachers, schedule making and other matters of organization,
material equipment, tests and testing, the public performance,
the talented pupil, supervision, and the teacher.
Nordholm, Harriet and Ruth V. Bakewell. Keys to Teaching
Junior High School Music. Minneapolis, Minn .: Paul A.
Schmitt Music Company, 1953.

7

This work was both practical and inspirational and
was so presented that it will be a valuable guide to young
musicians preparing for the field of teaching and to in-service
teachers as well.

It defined the problems of both the re-

quired and the elective programs in a straight forward manner.
It maintained a creative and an appreciative approach in the
solution of the problems.

It stimulated interest in the re-

lationship of music to the rest of the curriculum.
tains four chapters with varied units of study.

It con-

These chap-

ters were entitled, general music classes, elective groups,
programs and public performances, and assembly songs.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
One who chooses to teach music in the schools has selected a profession that is interesting, worthy, and difficult,

Certainly, few would agree that the subject of music

is lacking in interest or excitemento

The writer feels that

music, and especially the teaching of sight-singing to young
people, is to be esteemed.
Problems Associated with Sight-singing
According to Hoffer teaching sight-singing in the
schools was difficult,

The word difficult here was not

meant to imply that the task was frustrating, onerous, or unsatisfying.

Rather it meant that teaching sight-singing required a complex of abilities, 1 In this section, consideration was given to some of the underlying difficulties found
in teaching sight-singing.
So far, few books have been written relative to sightsinging.

In fact, the steps outlined for the vocal music

teacher were clearly rote procedures, in which the students
heard their part performed and then repeated it.
1

This type

charles R, Hoffer, Teaching Music in the Secondary
Schools (Belmont, California, Wadsworth Publishing Company,
Inc,, 1969), P• 154.

9

of learning was slow, and because it involved small segments
of music, it was difficult to keep musical.

The teacher

must teach the students to comprehend more fully the symbols
seen on the page. 2
Some students could sight-sing well, but most teenagers did not read correctly at sight the music put before
them.

There were several causes for this situation.

One

was that many elementary school children were taught to read
music- "music of a difficulty appropriate to the elementary
schoo1. 113

Since the music studied in the junior and senior

schools was more advanced, the reading ability of the students would have to be increased if they were to perform it
at sight.

Human beings tend to lose a skill which they do

not use with some regularity.

No one should be surprised

when a student, who has not been in a music class for two or
more years, walked into an audition for the glee club and
would be unable to sight-read some simple music put before
him.
Hoffer stated thats
The ability to read music is a continuum, not a "can
or cannot" proposition. Very few people (even trained
music teachers:) can individually and unaided sightread perfectly every piece of music. On the other hand,
most persons can ascertain something about music from
looking at it. The elementary schools may be doing their
best, but at the secondary level more skill is needed because the group is divided into a number of parts, there
2
Hoffer, op. cit., P• 154.

3Ibid., p, 155.
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are changed voices, the works of music are longer, and
the technical demands of the music are greater.
Fortunately, the reading ability of a group is always
better than the individual abilities of its members. If
a performer misses a note, his neighbor can many times
supply it. In addition, students are more confident when 4
doing something as a group and have less fear of mistakes.
The main reading problem in vocal music according to
Hoffer was the maintaining of pitch.

Once the singer lost

the proper pitch, he must depend upon experiences and ability
to find it again.
music.

This was not the case with instrumental

On a clarinet, for instance, if certain holes and

keys were covered, the player can be sure that he is pl a ying
a certain pitch,

If a clarinet player misses a note, he

usually can find the next one.

The singer can be told, "when

the notes go up, move the voice up; when they go down, move
the.voice down; and when they remain the same, do not change,"
The teacher should then explain that the staff was a graph
of musical pitch.

Even this simple and limited approach could

produce marked improvement in the singer's ability to comprehend the printed page.5
Hoffer also stateds
Another reading problem in vocal music is the presence
of two lines for each part; one of music and one of words.
Not only do the eyes of the singer move from left to right;
they move up or down to take in the words. This makes

4Ibid., PP• 154-155,
5Hoffer, op. cit., p. 156.
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matters even more difficult. The position of the words
below the notes, used throughout elementary school, is
now reversed for the boys when ever the tenor and gass
parts share a single staff below the body of text.
For decades, according to Singleton and Anderson, the
question of music reading has been a source of debate among
music educators.

There have been those who felt that develop-

ing reading ability ought to be the chief objective of the
vocal program in the public school.

Others felt that the

drills and exercises used to develop reading ability served
chiefly to destroy interest and eliminate them in favor of a
program devoted almost exclusively to the singing of songs.
Still others decried the drudgery of reading drill but seeked
to achieve reading skill through other methods. 7
Singleton and Anderson stated thats
Those who would reduce emphasis upon music reading
question its value for the pupils who enter general music
classes, few of who need or use the ability to read music
later in life. Only a relatively small number participate in church choirs or community singing groups as
adults, and even in such groups there are places for singers who do not read music with facility. Artistic music
can sometimes be sensed, sung intuitively without the
need for accurate translation of every detail of the
music score, and that which cannot be sensed can be learned quickly through imitation and repetition. The need for
accurate interpretation of music notation at first sight
may be of less consequence than the need for larger numbers of people who are interested in music and enjoy participation in singing. In the face of such arguments, some
6

rbid.

7rra

c. Singleton and Simon v. Anderson, Music in the
Secondary School (2d. ed.; New Yorks Allyn and Bacon-;-rn"c':",
1969), p. 35.
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people conclude that music reading is not of paramount
importance in the general music class and that minimum
time, if any should be devoted to it.8
The usual pattern of teaching children to read music,
according to Ellison, included a "rote-to-note" process which
employed the teaching of three types of songs, each one serving a specific purpose.

The rote song was meant to provide

a pleasureable experience for the children who were not asked to read the music to the song.

The observation song was

also taught by rote; but after the children had learned it,
they were led to follow the song on the printed page and to
focus on the appearance of the music notes of the song which
they already knew.

The reading song was related to the ob-

servation song and presented some of the same phrases or
groups of tones in the observation song but in a different
order.

Presumably, since the children had learned the obser-

vation song well by rote, they were to recognize the familiar phrases in the new context and thereby sing them at
sight. 9

This process seemed all too easy says Ellison.

Finding the material was the problem.
Ellison stated thats
We must recognize that there was difficulty in finding
good song materials that had already been composed that
fit these particular patterns of rote-observation-reading
songs. It is comparatively easy, however, for any trained
8

Ibid., P• 37.
9Alfred Ellison, Music with Children
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1959)-;-p:- 43.

(New Yorks McGraw-
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musician to write ditty like material according to any
formula. Unfortunately, the values of the note-reading
process tended to supersede all other values, and the
song materials that were created for some music text
series included many potboilers. Such songs were not composed because of any great urge for creative expression
on the part of the composer; they were composed to fit a
logical, sequentially organized pattern of predetermined
combinations of notes which were to form the framework
for children to learn to read music. As a result much of
this material was inferior musically. Such songs were
used not because they provided a rich and happy musical
experience but to teach children to read music.10
Ellison also stateds
Those teaching music were handicapped by the song material on which this approach to teaching music reading
was based. The procedure was doomed to failure
part
because of the inferior quality of the material. 1

i£

There was another and most important aspect of the
reading problem which had nothing directly to do with skill.
In connection with language reading it was well understood
that excellence expressed itself not only in speed, but also
in comprehension.

On

the average the two go together, but

the relationship was by no means perfect.
Mursell stated thats
In general a slow reader understands poorly, and a
fast reader understands well. Conversely, a person who
understands well will usually read fast, and one who
understands poorly will usually read slowly. The efficient reading of language depends upon comprehension; so
does the efficient reading of music.12

lOibid., P• 47 .
11Ibid.
12
James L. Mursell, Education for Musical Growth
Ginn and Company, 1948), p. 43.

(Bostons

14
Children were encouraged to read music that they liked
to read and wanted to read, because liking and wanting were
important psychological components which were known to contribute to efficiency.

They were, according to Mursell, en-

couraged to try to read it expressively and in a meaningful
fashion, with correctness as a consequence and not a primary
consideration. 13 This was all possible when granted a basis
of comprehension and insight.
not possible.

Without such a basis it was

When high-school music teachers spoke on a

very monopolized reading program in the grades, their intentions were mistaken.

They received musical insight which
could not be altogether avoided. 14 Such a program actually

fostered reading skills more slowly and uncertainly and with
far more casualties than necessary.

Also it sacrificed the

great values of a well-rounded, widely appealing musical development which had the best possible foundation for good
work in the high-school.
Music Reading Readiness
Mursell believed that the first phase in the growth
of reading ability was the establishment of readiness.

It

has already been pointed out that one of the most causes of
failure in acquiring many abilities was to introduce them
l)Ibid.
14
Ibid., P• 48.
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before the learner was physiologically ready.

When this was

done immediate progress was always slow and disappointing,
and there seemed nothing which the teacher could accomplish
to speed it up. 1 5 The children found the work very difficult
and baffling, and seemed unable to get a firm grasp on it.
Many were likely to become discouraged because they felt insecured in their ability.

Clearly these were very strong

reasons indeed for preparing for readiness to learn in all
fields of work, and in connection with the reading of music
in particular.
Readiness to read music seemed to depend on a number
of factors, most of which are definitely within our power to
control.

Mursell described these factors in the following

manners
1,

Readiness depends first of all upon chronological
age, and here, of course, there is nothing to be
done except to wait for the proper time. Neuromuscular control establishes itself first in the
larger or "fundamental" muscles, and only later
in the smaller muscles. This is a matter of sheer
physiological maturity.

2.

Readiness to read music depends upon general musical experience. One cannot expect a child who has
had almost no contact with music, who has never
found out that music is something to be enjoyed
and sought after, and who is perfectly indifferent
to it, to be in any genuine sense ready to begin
learning to read it.

J. Another determining cause of readiness is specific
musical experience.

Reading is essentially aware-

l5Mursell, op. cit., p. 244.
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ness of meaning. There is no doubt that the child
should have as direct experience in hearing and
singing phrase structures and melodic structures
as he possibly can before the formal introduction
of the score.

4.

Finally, the factor to be considered in connection with readiness is that of social urgency.
We should bear in mind that readiness is by no
means wholly dependent on the internal maturing of
the organism, but is also to a considerable extent
the result of social pressures and expectations.16

Mursell summarized by saying that the introduction of
specific reading in the first grade was too early.

Introduc-

tion of specific reading in the second or third grade was the
preferred time.

And postponement beyond the fourth will probably create more reading problems than it would solve. 17
In Garretson•s discussion of music reading readiness,

he stated that the initial study of music reading should be
that of notations.
velopment.

This was the beginning of one stage of de-

If these initial experiences with notation were

to be meaningful, the children had to be "ready" for the experience.

From an awareness of this important element grew
the term readiness. 18 Readiness implied that the student's
physical, social, intellectual, and emotional development was

adequate for the undertaking of a particular task.

Readiness

was used in connection with a student's preparedness to
16Mursell, op. cit., p. 245.
17 Ibid.
18
Robert L. Garretson, Music in Childhood Education
(Bostons Meredith Publishing Company, 1966), p. 164.
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undertake any new task, whether it was in reading, language,
new concepts in arithmetic, new activities in physical education, or reading music.

Readiness for reading a language de-

pended upon a child's possessing a basic vocabulary of words,
the ability to express himself verbally reasonably well, and
a curiosity about words and a desire to understand what they
mean.

Likewise, readiness to undertake the study of the musi-

cal score was depended on children having had a varied experience with music.
Garretson said the following experiences and capabilities were necessary for a student's music reading readiness,
1.

A repertoire of a considerable number of songs and
the ability to sing them reasonably well.

2.

A well-established concept of high and low pitch,
fast and slow tempi, loud and soft dynamics, and
an awareness of mood in songs.

3.

The ability to express simple thoughts creatively
through singing.

4.

Fundamental experiences with rhythmic activities,
walking, running and skipping to music; rapping,
tapping and clapping the pulsation of the music;
and creative interpretation of music through bodily movement, such as swaying like a tree, marching
like a soldier, or dancing like an Indian.

5.

Experiences in playing a variety of simple rhythm
instruments, hearing other instruments used as an
accompaniment to singing, and listening to recordings of instrumental music.

6.

Experience in scanning the printed page of music
primes, looking at the pictures, discovering familiar and unfamiliar words, and noticing the up and
down movement of music notation.
·

18
A desire to understand the meaning of music notation - what it says:19
Concluding, Garretson stated that these experiences
constituted the core of experience which led to music reading
readiness.

Children attempting to understand the musical

score without adequate preparatory background were likely to
become frustrated.

As a result, some might develop a dislike

for music because of their failure to accomplish teacherexpected tasks. 20 At the very least, without adequate preparation they would not make a sufficient amount of progress
to justify the introduction of notation.

If the above objec-

tives had all been accomplished during the early grades, then
readiness for undertaking the study of notation in the junior
high school would have been achieved.

Notation of music was

simply a visual picture of what children had heard through
their ears and experienced through movement of their bodies. 21
Leonhard and House, clearly stipulated thats
There are at least four serious faults with the usual
practices based on the concept of music-reading readiness.
First, since no tests or other evaluative techniques comparable to those used in language reading are available,
no sure way exists to determine when a child is ready to
read music. Second, the children in a given group are unlikely to be ready at anything like the same time. Third,
the practices fail to take into account the fact that musical maturation, like age maturation, is not saltatory in
nature but a continuous developmental process which proceeds
19Garretson, op. cit., PP• 165-166.
20 Ibi·d.

p.

167 •

19
gradually from general to specific responses. Fourth,
even if the children are ready, work with notational materials divorced from musical experience is unlikely to
be rewarding . 22
Ellison stated that,
Comparable musical experien?es should precede efforts
to teach the child to read music. He must have many singing experiences that leave him with positive attitudes.
He should be encouraged in individual spontaneous singing
and in joining in group singing. Listening, creative, and
rhythmic activities should be part of · his experiential
background prior to the time he is asked to learn to read
rnusic , 23
One of the ways classroom teachers could tell when a
child had become ready to learn to read language was that he
just began to read .

He was full of questions about reading .

His interest and concern about developing this skill were apparent .

The teachers in music need to reach the point where

they are willing to wait for such cues .

When the child has

felt the need for learning any skill or technique, he will
make such needs known .
Ellison further stated that,
School would do well to eliminate any consideration of
teaching music reading below the fourth grade even in
situations where a wealth of experience in music is provided in the primary grades . In schools where such rich
experiences cannot be provided in the primary grades,
reading music should probably be postponed for the junior
high schoo1 . 24
22
charles Leonhard and Robert W, House , Foundations and
Principles of Music Education (New York s McGraw- Hill BookCompany , Inc ., 1959) , p , 127 ,
23 rbid .
24Ellison , op . cit., p . 471 0
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Finally, if there were a sharp dividing line between
reading and non-reading experiences would differ only in organization and precision.

Early experiences should not be trivial.

Later experiences should not be uninteresting. Both should
then be poetic experiences. 25 So the concept of readiness,
if it must be used at all, should never suggest that there were
definite, separable stages in musical growth, but it should
only stand as a warning not to try to impart something to a
learner before he is capable of benefiting from it.

2

-\iursell, op. cit., p. 62.

CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF FOUR AUTHORITIES ON TEACHING SIGHT-SINGING
IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
The teaching of music by rote can be an extremely slow
and laborious process.

Hence, many directors have resorted

to pounding notes into the basses, then the tenors, the altos,
and finally the sopranos.

Students cannot accumulate the ne-

cessary knowledge of music from such a teaching method, for
it does not provide good learning with increased perception.
The choral director should try to teach the basic skills and
knowledge of musicianship, which will result in student interest and development of his musical taste.

Sight-singing has

been one of the most important skills in developing musicianship.

It enables the students to read each number with in-

creased speed and understanding.
The ability to look at the music, hear it mentally, and
sing it immediately determined what sight-singing was all
about.

Skilled sight-singing, according to this interpreta-

tion, involved the ability to read pitches and rhythms accurately.

The highest degree of sight-reading skill, however,

which many singers do not attain, goes beyond mere pitches and
rhythms to an artistic performance of the music.

This included

the development of all the student's musical experiences to the

22
point that he skillfully and quickly interpreted the total
musical score.
In this chapter, the writer analyzed methods used by
four junior high authorities regarding the teaching of sightsinging.
Andrews and Leeder stated that,
Having established in the minds of the class reasons
for reading music, the teacher should begin the gradual
process of helping pupils read and understand the musical score. Specific ways of doing this (however not to
be followed sequentially), which have been used by many
teachers, includes
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9,
10.

11.
12.

13.

Understanding the form, or construction, of a song.
Recognizing the outline of phrases.
Recognizing like and unlike phrases.
Orienting the voice range to the range of the staff.
Locating own vocal line.
Following progression of notes up or down on the
staff.
Understanding the meaning of scale-wise and skipping intervals.
Recognizing specific groups of notes, such as

1-3-5,

Using tonic and tonic triad as orientation points.
Finding intervals which are associated with familiar songs and already well-known.
Trying to make a part sound right in association
with the notes on the staff and the sound of a
harmonizing part.
Interpreting tempi, dynamics, accents, and phrasing
as indicated in the score.
Verbal chanting.26

26
Frances M. Andrews and Joseph A. Leeder, Guiding JuniorHigh-School Pupil in Music Ex eriences (Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1957 , p. 1957.
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The child ' s understanding and application of such tech niques progressed from the general to the particular , from the
crude to the refined .

An important fact which the authorities

emphasized was that progress should be made through use of
many materials and varied procedures.

Instruction should be

given gradually , so that from each short lesson some mastery
will be achieved with resulting satisfaction . 27
In conclusion , Andrews and Leeder stated that no
teacher should feel that he had failed if every child did not
become an independent reader , because this was no more possible than making every child a first - string basketball player .
Nevertheless, it was the teacher ' s responsibility to give
every pupil an opportunity to learn to read music at sight as
a part of the enjoyment of making music . 28
Gehrkens stated in his discussion of methods of teach ing sight-singing that s
One of the most important things in the general music
theory course for junior high school students is sight singing. If one wishes to be a good musician he must
learn to read music accurately , swiftly , musically ; and
the way to learn to read in this way is to go through a
great deal of music , The "movable do" system , is the one
most widely used in America , but , irrespective of system ,
the following points should be noted ,
1,

Before beginning to sing , let the tonic be sounded
on pitch pipe or piano and the voice carefully
tuned to it . Singing the tonic cord also is helpful to the slower student .

27 Ibid ., p . 159 ,
28
Andrews and Leeder, op . cit ., p . 159 .
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2,

Teach the student always to note the key signature,
to see whether it represents the major mode or the
minor, to look at the measure sign and the rhythm
of the first measure or two,

3.

Let a moderate tempo be set as he begins to sing,
the pupil marking the pulse with the hand if there
is any tendency to falter rhythmically. 2 9

Gehrkens further advised that reading notes by groups
instead of note-to-note, and looking ahead constantly to insure such group reading was the secret of efficient reading,
and it was also the way to read musically.JO

This was just

as necessary in reading music as in reading language, but
the music teacher had not usually insisted upon it, and he,
therefore, did not secure as good results as the language
teacher. 31
This authority also believed that individual singing
should be presented from the first.

Each pupil could take

turns in singing as in other forms of recitation.

The mono-

tony of unison work should be relieved by part singing as
soon as possible, and here too, there should be individual
recitation; that is, one pupil on a part.

But to keep the

class interested the teacher would have the entire group
sing, perhaps under a pupil conductor to lend greater zest
to the activity.
29
Karl Wilson Gehrkens, Music in the Junior lligh School
(Bostons c. c. Birchard and Company-,-1955), p. 13.
JOibid.
31Gehrkens, op. cit., p. 134,
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The work in sight-singing, according to Gehrkens,
should include the minor mode as well as the major, the bass
clef as well as the treble; and it should be so organized
that the pupil learned to sing the various rhythmic figures
with accuracy and confidence, including the followings

>

; :; :i, J.JJ J, m j.r.f.lJ;.J J-
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~
Concluding his method of teaching sight-singing,

Gehrkens stated that a number of books and materials are
available,

The main points to look for in a textbook were

reasonably interesting melodies, plenty of variety, including both major and minor, unison and part singing.

Also, a

set of books should be owned by the school so that individual
pupils would not need to purchase such material.
Nordholm and Bakewell stated that,
In choral music the first concern is to achieve beautiful singing.
Young people have a natural impulse and desire to sing.
It is the teacher's obligation to do all that he can to
develop that impulse and desire so that the student,
through the singing of a song, can have an educational experience. Constant emphasis should be given to good posture, correct breathing, enunciation, and artistic interpretation.33
Nordholm and Bakewell further believed that there should
be a great deal of rote singing prior to teaching sight-singing.
32Ibid., P• 135,

33Harriet Nordholm and Ruth v. Bakewell, Keys to Teaching
Junior High School Music (Minneapolis, Minn., Paul A. Schmitt
Music Company, 1953), p. 4.
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The following procedures were suggested for rote and sightsinging.
Singing by Rote
1.

Discuss the song briefly.

2.

Sing and song to the group artistically, using
good tone, careful diction, logical phrasing, and
good interpretation. Or play the song on the piano
or play a recording of it.

3.

Question the class briefly regarding their understanding and enjoyment of the song.

4.

Lead the students to join gradually and naturally
in singing. Withdraw littl e by little until they
can sing the song independently.

5.

Have them sing the entire song, giving them assistance only when they need it. Artistic interpretation should be emphasized. The same plan could be
followed in teaching a two or three-part song except that the parts may need to be taught separately. It is suggested that a student change from
alto to soprano and vice versa only when new songs
are read.
Sight-singing

1.

Scan the words of the song in correct meter. If a
difficult rhythm figure is encountered, or if,
occasionally, the students need and want to do something a bit different with a song use the modifies
Dalcroze movements given below,

2.

Try reading the song at sight using words. Motives
or phrases that prove difficult may be sung by
syllables, numbers, or letters. Song them with
"loo", then once again with the words.

3.

Watch the dynamic markings and interpret the song
artistically.
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Dalcroze Movements.
ments were,

The modifies Dalcroze foot move-

Whole note, step with left foot, bring right foot
front, bring right foot out to the side, bring right
foot back to next left foot, and vice versa.
Dotted half notes step with left foot, bring right
foot out to the side, bring right foot back to left
foot, and vice v"er'sa.
Half notes step with left foot, bend right knee, and
vice versa.
Quarter note,
Eighth notes

walk.
run.

Sixteenth, thirty-second notes, and triplets,
run.

fast

The simplified Dalcroze arm movements followed the
basic beat of the music as below.
4
4

3
4
2

~

count
count
count
count

la
21

31
4,

both
both
both
both

arms
arms
arms
arms

plunged down
over chest
brought out to either side
in place at sides

count la
count 21
count 31

both arms plunged down
both arms brought out to either side
both arms in place

count la
count 21

both arms plunged down
both arms back up in place3 4

Nordholm and Bakewell concluded that a rhythmically
alert class should be able to combine the foot and arm movements.

If they had difficulty putting the two together, have

the students do the foot movements while singing the song, do

34Nordholm and Bakewell, op. cit., P• 5.
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do the arm movements while singing the song , then put the foot
and arm movements together , 35
Cooper and Kersteiner ' s method for teaching sightsinging was in a sequence of lessons wherein five minutes each
day a particular lesson was introduced .

There were thirty-

nine lessons to be presented to a junior high general music
class .
phases .

The lessons were broken down into five different
These included s
Phase Ones

Introduction to Music Syllables

In this phase, inclusive were the first eight lessons
wherein the use of hand signs as an instrument for
stimulation and as a visual aid for focusing on the
required pitch . Secondly, the chalkboard was used to
demonstrate the rise and fall of voice relative to the
musical syllables .
Phase Two1

Introduction to Staff Notation

In this phase, which included lessons eleven to eighteen (nine and ten were merely review) the authorities
replaced the previously learned syllables with its
corresponding note symbol on the staff.
Phase Threes

Note Length Value

Specific emphasis was placed on the clap-shake concept
for basic rhythm patterns , Also rest were presented
in the same manner with idea of silence but the same
duration as the note with the same equivalence
(lessons 11-26) .
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Phase Fours

Music Using Doh in a Staff Space

This phase dealt with the transfer of music syllables
to appropriate spaces on the music staff. The concept
of minor mode was also introduced (lessons 27-32).
Phase Fives

Introduction to Clefs and Part-Reading

Specific note location was stressed here identifying a
definite pitch making it necessary to discard the
blank staff and add clef signs. Also stress was placed
on key signature (lessons 33-39).
The step-by-step procedure was presented as an approach
to singing melodies for the purpose of reading.

An alternate

approach given by Cooper and Kersteiner is listed below.

For

some weeks it was advised to follow this routine without deviation until the singers had achieved a competence which
justified elimination of one or more steps of the method.
To illustrate more clearly the various steps of the
reading routine, the melody following should be used as a
model.

STEP ONE. Extract different note-values of significant
rhythm figures from the exercise and write them in another place on the chalkboard.
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STEP TWO. Ask the class to react by means of the clapshake system as you point to various notes or groups
of notes appearing in the extraction on the chalkboard,
STEP THREE . Repeat the pointing process while the
class reacts vocally , using the neutral vowel sound
loo on the pitch of C,
STEP FOUR . Transfer the pointing process to the complete melody written on the chalkboard while the class
again reacts vocally by monotone loo as in Step Three,
expressing rhythm only on the pitch of C ,
STEP FIVE. Draw a blank staff on the chalkboard, inserting no markings except the location of doh. The
melody appearing in the model , Pitch the key of B0 ,
C, or D major , establish the fact that doh is on the
second line , and instruct your class to respond by
singing syllables as you point to the blank staff locations of doh , me , soh . Try to outline the curve of
the melody, but do not spend more than one minute on
Step Five .
STEP SIX , Repeat the process advocated in Step Five,
this time using the neutral syllable loo ,
STEP SEVEN , Transfer all this activity to the model,
on the chalkboard, combining rhythmic and melodic aspects as you point to each note while the class sings. 36
The foregoing presentation was perfectly adequate for
teaching music-reading through melodies written on the chalkboard concluded Cooper and Kuersteiner .

However, junior high

school students should learn to apply these principles to the
printed page of music in order to develop individual independence in music - reading .
Music reading proved to be an integral part of the
total music education program.

It was not a skill taught

36
rrvin Cooper and Karl O. Kuersteiner, Teaching Junior
High School Music (2d . ed . Bostons Allyn and Bacon, Inc . ,
1970) , p . 144-145 .
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separately and developed in isolation from other music ac tivities .

Music reading should be a part of planned experi-

ences in singing .

Careful consideration of the relationship

of sight - singing to each musical experience should lead to
increased musical growth .

The development of a reasonable

degree of skill in sight - singing should enable children to
interpret music notation more readily .

The reading process

should become more efficient as the learning of new music
becomes less tedious and more enjoyable.

Hoffer stated thats

Continuing to learn music through a semi - rote process
can have a most stultifying effect on more mature learners . The development of optimal skills in music reading
enabled children to ultimately explore the vast wealth of
music literature that is an integral part of our culture. 37

37Hoffer, op . cit . , p . 167 .

CHAPTER IV
COMPARISON OF THE FOUR SELECTED AUTHORITIES ON TEACHING
SIGHT-SINGING IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
According to Leonhard and House, it should be recognized that no one method of teaching could provide the solution for all music-teaching problems. 38 Each teaching situation dictates the most appropriate method to be used, and
all methods of teaching or variations and combinations of
methods may be used at different times.
In this chapter the writer looked at each of the four
authorities• method as presented in the previous chapter and
compare them in relationship to these elements of sightsinging - pitch, rhythms, intervals, scales, triads, and chords.
Just as in every field of teaching, certain teachers have emphasized certain aspects of the subject but accomplished the
same results.

This was also the case in the presentation of

methods by the selected authorities.

Some may have stressed

all of these elements, while still another may have only stressed one.

In either case, according to that authority, the art

of sight-singing was learned.

38
Leonhard and House, op. cit., p. 229.
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Differences and Similarities of Methods Relative to
Particular Elements
Pitch
Chart I
Comparison of Four Authorities Regarding Pitch
Technique

No . of Authorities
Using Technique

No . of Authorities

Omitting Technique

Instruments

2

2

Hand Signals

1

3

Neutral Syllables

2

2

Syllables

3

1

Numbers

1

3

Two authorities , Andrews and Leeder, and Gehrkens,
felt that pitch should be established from instruments such
as the piano , or pitch pipe so that the voice could be tuned
accurately when attempting to sight - sing.

If this were prac -

ticed , agreed the authorities , the students would eventually
relate to the musical score what they have heard .

Therefore ,

the students would have learned to associate the musical score
with actual pitches .

This development was called the inner ear.

Cooper and Kuersteiner used the hand signals to designate pitch when students were first introduced to sight-singing.
They insured that by the students learning the hand signal for
each syllable, immediate security and confidence was established .
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An effective technique employed by both Nordholm and
Bakewell, and Cooper and Kuersteiner when they attempted to
secure the best methods of introducing sight-singing was
letting students use a neutral syllable

11

100

11

•

Rather than

having students to attempt reading for both word and pitch
at the same time, they had the students to sing with the neutral syllable

11

100"

for pitch accuracy and as a substitute

for the words.
Three authorities, Andrews and Leeder, Nordholm and
Bakewell, and Cooper and Kuersteiner made use of syllables
when they introduced sight-singing.

They found that when

students could associate pitch with the syllables the student
sight-sang well.
Rhythm
Chart II
Comparison of Four Authorities Regarding Rhythm

Technique

No. of Authorities

No. of Authorities

Using Technique

Omitting Technique

Clapping

1

3

Marked Pulse by
Hand

1

3

Scanned words
with Correct
Meter

1

3

Clap-shake

1

3

Dalcro2e Hand and
Foot Movement

1

3
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Each of the authorities believed that the element of
rhythm was imperative when teaching junior high students to
sight - sing ,

However , no two of the authorities used the

same method ,
The technique employed by Andrews and Leeder was clapping the rhythm ,

This was suggested to be done even before

attempting to sing ,

They found this method most beneficial ,

For , after repeating this process for several songs, they
developed the recognition of rhythmic patterns ,

They be-

lieved the students then should be able to recognize the
familiar rhythmic patterns in the new context and thereby read
them at sight .
Gehrkens encouraged teachers to set a moderate tempo
when attempting to read a song .

And to insure that students

did not falter rhythmically , he had his students to mark the
pulse by hand ,

He also felt that by doing this , student ' s

tensions and fears seemed to subside ,
Nordholm and BakBWell suggested two methods of stressing the element of rhythm when teaching junior high school
students to sight-singo

One was a method they called scan-

ning the words in correct meter .

Their other method was the

Dalcroze movement which were described in Chapter III ,

This

method, unlike any other , employed both the hands and feet .
Cooper and Kuersteiner ' s preferred method of rhythmically teaching students to sight - sing was the clap- shake
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technique.

This technique involved treating whole notes with

one clap and three shakes of the hands.
resented by one clap and one shake.

Half notes were rep-

To represent a quarter

note rhythmically, the students were told to clap once.
Eighth notes were accomplished by brushing the palms of the
hands across each other in the same manner that a cymbal
player manipulates his metal discs.

Additionally, they sug-

gested extracting different not-values or significant rhythm
figures from the exercise and write them in another place on
the chalkboard and have students employ the clap-shake tech nique to the particular rhythm pattern.
Intervals
Chart III
Comparison of Four Authorities Regarding Intervals

Technique

No. of Authorities
Using Technique

No. of Authorities
Omitting Technique

Skipping Intervals

1

3

Associating Intervals
with familiar song

1

3

Flash Cards

1

3

Andrews and Leeder believed that it was imperative
that students be familiarized with skppping intervals when
learning to sight-sing.

Another technique that the authori-

ties felt very important was the process they called learning
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intervals from familiar songs .

This was done by analyzing

some songs everyone had heard , such as the national anthem
and familiarized themselves with certain intervals in the
song.

When these intervals were seen again, the students im-

mediately recognized them .
Gehrkens had flash cards available on intervals and
made a game of doing so .

The children looked at it as play,

but learned to read intervals very well .

When the cards

were flashed this drill tended to increase the speed as well
as accuracy in recognizing and singing intervals .

This re-

sulted in student recognition of familiar intervals when in troduced in new compositions .
Scales
Chart IV
Comparison of Four Authorities Regarding Scales

Technique

No . of Authorities

No . of Authorities

Using Technique

Omitting Technique

Scale-wise

2

2

Flash Cards

1

3

Syllables

3

1

Andrews and Leeder felt that being able to sight - sing
using this process of skipping intervals was not enough.

They

felt that equally important was teaching students to sing
scale-wise .

They also believed that having the technique of
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scale - wise singing would contribute much to being able to
sing intervals .
Using flash cards was a method Gehrkens suggested for
introducing scales to a beginning class in sight-singing .
It too could be looked upon as a game but actually students
benefited greatly from this approach .
Three authorities , Gehrkens , Nordholm and Bakewell,
and Cooper and Kuersteiner all agreed that students could
learn to read scales from constant use of the syllables .
They seemed more readily understood by students when they
knew that various scale steps would have the same syllable
label and the same relationship to other scale steps no
matter what the key or family of tones .
Triads
Andrews and Leeder seemed to be very strong advocants
of presenting triads as a means of further molding the art
of sight - singing into junior high school students .

For , they

stipulated in their methods of teaching sight - singing that
students should have at their disposal the use of tonic triads
as orientation points .

They further believed that occasional -

ly when bringing in a few technical aspects of the song that
was being read , such things as being able to locate tonic
triads certainly would promote good musicianship .
Contrary to Andrews and Leeder , the other authorities ,
Nordholm and Bakewell , and Cooper and Kuersteiner did not
emphasize triads in their presentations .
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Chords
Chart V
Comparison of Four Authorities Regarding Chords
Technique

No . of Authorities

Using Techique

No . of Authorities

Omitting Technique

Chord Structure

1

3

Part Singing

2

2

Harmony

1

3

Neutral Syllables

1

3

Gehrkens assured that chord structure was certainly
beneficial when part singing was introduced .

It seemed to

have made singing three and four parts a lot easier .

Some

students even learned to depict their own part just from merely hearing the chord .
Nordholm and Bakewell shared the ideas of Gehrkens in
that understanding chord structure enhanced the ability of
students to hear parts and sing them accurately .
Gehrkens also stipulated that understanding chord
structure caused students to learn to appreciate harmony .
He felt that if students could hear chord harmony they could
easily have told when they sang a wrong pitch .
Nordholm and Bakewell felt that having student sing
parts using a neutral syllable " loo" would enable students naturally into good tone production.

They felt that occasional -

ly when reading three or four part music , chord progression
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could be taken out and studied separately.

When students

saw the same chords again, it was easily recognized.
Therefore, as was initially stated, different people
stressed different aspects of study but can all result in the
state of learning.

The writer felt, as a result, most assured

that the techniques and methods of teaching sight-singing to
junior high students as presented by these four selected
authorities could possibly be orientated into any junior
high school music program successfully.

From observat ion,

study of these techniques and from the writer's own experiences, certain formulated suggestions for teaching sightsinging could be derived.

This then led to the following

suggestions by the writer.
Suggested Methods of Teaching Sightsinging in the Junior High School
The writer, from this investigation, felt that in
order to sight-sing well, a person should gain the ability
for tonal thinking and precise control of notation.

The a-

bility for tonal thinking resulted from continuing emphasis
on the tonal and rhythmic movement in music through hearing
and sight.

Control of notation was attained through varied

meaningful experience with the score.
Some concepts perceived by the writer that were essential to the development of skill in sight-singing included,
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1.

Concepts of tonality and tonal relationships .

The

formation of these concepts resulted from emphasis on hearing
the tendencies of scale tones and the relationship between
tones .

Syllables or numbers may clarify tonality and tonal

relationships for s ome pupils , but experience with the space
frame of an instrument is believed essential for most people.
Experience with the autoharp , recorder , and the piano keyboard were very valuable ,
2,

Concept of the meaning of notation ,

To establish

this concept the writer felt that teachers should help pupils
relate their tonal and rhythmic experience to notational symbols , beginning with the general characteristics of notation
and moving gradually to specifics .

J.

Concept of the beat and of rhythmic movement

through the measure ,

Pupils formed these concepts by moving

to the rhythm of music , swinging the beat , creating rhythmic
accompaniments , differentiating various meters and rhythmic
patterns , and other activities of this type .

4.

Concepts of the shape of phrases and of structural

organization .

The writer felt that in this case , the teacher

should continuously call to the attention of the pupils the
structure of the music they performed and heard .

As

a result

the pupil developed expectations of repetition and contrast ,
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of harmonic and melodic tendencies and of relationship between certain phrases.
The writer further believed that the experiences important in the formation of these musical concepts included
(a) singing and playing a wide variety of appealing music
expressively, (b) using rhythm instruments and informal instrument to increase the expressive value of song, (c) rhythmic and melodic improvisation which led to freedom and control of musical expression, (d) bodily movement in response
to the beat and to the motion of rhythmic patterns in music.
(e) creative experiences such as playing and singing parts
by ear and spontaneous musical expression, (f) listening to
a variety of music and relating tonal and rhythmic patterns
heard to those encountered in other musical experience, (g)
exemplifying the movement of the phrase line through bodily
movement, and (h) relating tonal and rhythmic patterns to
the notatiun.
There follow suggestions to the teacher which the
writer felt were applicable to the teaching of sight-singing,
1.

Introduce pupils to notation through song with
which they are familiar.

2.

Help pupils sing and play parts by ear and relate
the result to the score.

J.

Help them conceive of music they hear and perform
as a series of related tonal patterns or configurations rather than as a succession of separate tones.
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4.

Help them move to the beat of music and relate the
movement to the score .

5.

Use instruments such as the recorder , tone bel l s
and piano as means both to musical expression and
to the understanding of tonal relationships .

6.

Use vocal chording to develop a sense of tonal relationships and tonality .

7.

Be concerned with specifics of notation only when
their musical meaning has been clarified through
musical experiences .

8.

Base all learning on actual music which the pupils
have experienced and enjoyed .

9o

Be sure your pupils understand what you and they
are trying to accomplish .

10 .

Utilize all the musical experiences your pupils
have both in and out of school .

ll o Enhance motivation by emphasizing the advantages
of being able to sight-sing well .
12 .

For beginning sight-singers supply a chordal accompaniment to assist them in maintaining the tonality
and the beat .

13 .

Help them analyse the music they are sight - singing
for familiar tonal and rhythmic patterns and for
repetitions , similarities , and contrasts.
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14 .

Recognize the importance of sight - singing, but do
not become obsessed with it to the detriment of
the over- all musical learning of your pupils .

Because the writer realized that pupils vary widely
in their musical capacity and musical experience , it was felt
that they would learn to sight - sing at different rates of
speed ,

The writer felt the teacher should encourage each

pupil to develop his own approach to sight - singing .

The

teachers role then has been to guide and motivate him to
learn to sight - sing and to organize a learning situation
which provided the most stimulating and meaningful musical
experience possible .

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
It was the concern of the writer to make a comparative
analysis of four selected authorities ' teaching methods relative to sight - singing at the junior high level.

It was also

purposed to formulate procedures for teaching sight - singing
to junior high school students based on the idea suggested by
the four authorities .

Having investigated, the writer felt

that no one prescribed method could adequately be taught to
every class of general music students.

It should be left to

the discretion of an alert teacher to decide which method
best suited his own situation .
In chapter three, the methods of four selected aut horities were listed .

It was established that when teaching sight-

singing , choral directors should include the basic skill and
knowledge of musicianship which would result in student interest and development of musical appreciation .
In chapter four , the writer sought answers to these
specific questions .
1.

What were the procedures recommended by the four se-

lected authorities for teaching sight - singing to junior high
school students?
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2.

What were the similarities and differences in the

teaching methods of the four selected authorities?

3.

What were the authorities• suggestions relative to

teaching the elements pitch, rhythm, intervals, scales, triads,
and chords in the sight-singing program?
The results of this study indicated that the authorities used basically five methods of teaching sight-singing.
These included the movable do system, the fixed do system,
syllables, letters and numbers.

Similarities and differences

of techniques were listed on charts and followed by explanation.

Some authorities chose only one element in stressing

his methods of sight-singing while others used all six of the
choosen elements.

These elements included pitch, rhythm, in-

tervals, scales, triads, and chords.
Three authorities agreed that correct pitch should be
established by using a pitch pipe or some instrument with the
tonic being sounded.

One authority felt that pitch accuracy

was quite essential in helping students to read the score
with understanding.

As they learned to play on instruments

and sing by rote, they associated the written notes with their
actual pitches.
As with pitch, three of the authorities also stressed
intervals while one omitted any discussion of this element.
These three authorities felt that it was imperative to find
intervals that were familiar in old songs and associate them

to new songs .

One felt that extensive drill should accompany

the introduction of this element .

Another believed that the

students should be taught to recognize progressions and skips .
Fi nally , they agreed that a knowledge of intervals facilitated
the placement of sharps and flats .
Using the processes involved in teaching intervals was
not enough expressed the authorities .

They felt that equally

as important was the teaching of the element of scales .

In

fact , they indicated that having the technique of scale-wise
singing would contribute much to being able to sing intervals.
One suggested the use of flash cards and assured that this
method kept students interested .

Three of the authorities

agreed that students could learn to read scales from constant
use of the syllables .

This seemed more readily understood by

students when they knew that various scale steps would have
the same syllable label and the same relationship to other
scale steps no matter what the key or family of tones .
Relative to triads , only one authority made mention of
this particular element .

The authority felt that students

should have at their disposal the use of tonic triad especially , when attempting to locate them .

This they insured would

promote good musicianship .
The final element of interest to this study was chords.
One authority assured that chord structure was most essential
when introducing part singing .

Two of the authorities agreed
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that chord recognition should enhance the performance of a
choir immensely and make the singer more alert harmonically.
Still another felt that having student sing parts using a
neutral syllable "loo" would enable students to have good
tone production.

On occasions they suggested that when read-

ing three of four part music, chord progression could be
taken out and studied separately.

When students saw the same

chords again it was easily recognized,
Pursued as prescribed by the authorities, the writer
felt secured that sight-singing could lead to greater success
and deeper satisfaction in singing for junior high school
students.
Conclusions
Although the data for this study was somewhat limited
because of the number of materials written in this area, certain conclusions concerning the findings of this study can
still be made.
1.

Individual teachers should seek to explore new

techniques in their teaching, rather than use the traditional
techniques year after year.

For, the same technique used on

one set of students would not necessarily be adequate for
another group.
2,

The teachers should increase their knowledge on the

use and effectiveness of each technique of sight-singing, so

that, they would know whether or not the techniques were serving the purposes for which they were designed.

3.

Every teacher should possess flexible methods of

teaching sight-singing,

4,

Correlation should be made between the elementary,

junior high, and senior high school's sight-singing program.
In the past, directors have resorted to desperation
of rote process in order to learn the program in time for performance.

In the meantime, they had neglected the basic musi-

cal concepts that should accompany the learning.

Junior high

teacher failed to use any knowledge the students had acquired
thus far, and build new and better ground for stimulation
sight-singing.

Even more excellent music attainments would

result from this process than from desperate pounding the
piano into students• ears through rote note drill.

This pro-

cess of continuing from elementary to junior high with much
repeated material would seem slower to the teacher at first.
But as the sight-singing improvement, materialize, students
should be able to read faster and with more understanding.
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